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Abstract 

Background 

Mortality pattern was determined in a cohort of 16 999 white and blue collar workers in the 

Swedish hard metal industry. Exposure assessment for cobalt is presented. 

Methods 

A historical database (1970-2012) of personal and area measurements of cobalt, tungsten and 

nickel in the Swedish hard metal industry was created. Log linear and exponential modeling 

of cobalt concentrations based on time period, job and site, was performed, and cumulative 

and mean exposures were calculated. 

Results 

Some 37 % of the personal cobalt measurements exceeded 0.02 mg /m3, mostly for powder 

production, pressing and shaping. The log linear regression showed statistical differences 

(p<0.05) between sites, time periods and jobs. Some 1.6 % of the cobalt cumulative exposures 

for blue collar workers exceeded 0.4 mg/m3 years. 

Conclusions 

Low levels of cumulative and mean exposures were determined. 
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Introduction 

Occupational exposure to cobalt is well recognized in the hard metal industry, which mainly 

produces cutting tools that are used in the manufacturing of industrial products and parts. The 

term “hard metal” describes is group of composite materials that consists predominantly of 

the hard tungsten carbide (WC) particulate phase using cobalt as a binder, for some grades 

also including nickel and chromium 1. Occupational exposure during production of hard metal 

is associated with several adverse health effects that suggest cobalt being the cause. Those 

effects include rhinitis, sinusitis, bronchitis 2, asthma 3, dose-related decreased lung function 

over time 4 and hard metal lung disease (HMLD) 5. Allergic dermatitis 6, cardiomyopathy 7 as 

well as increased incidences of ischemic heart disease 8 have been reported. An increased risk 

of developing lung cancer has also been seen among people working in the hard metal 

production industry 9, 10, 11. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has 

classified cobalt metal with tungsten as probably carcinogenic to humans (group 2A) 12.  

An international epidemiological mortality cohort study has been undertaken, based on 

persons currently working or ever worked in the hard metal industry in the USA, UK, 

Germany, Austria and Sweden. Results of other country-specific cohort analysis and exposure 

assessment for the US plants have been described in as a series of companion papers 13, 14, 15, 

16, 17, 18. Exposure assessment is a key element in exposure-response analysis of epidemiology 

19, 20. Methods have been developed for data management and exposure assessment, and 

statistical models have been employed in order to estimate exposures retrospectively for 

periods when measurement data are sparse or non-existent. These models are based on current 

and available historical data. Assessment includes data acquisition, construction of a model, 

and evaluation of the measurement data to be used as the basis for exposure estimates. 

Analysis of variance, multiple linear regression or mixed model analysis involving variables 

thought to determine exposure variability can also be used 21. 

 

This paper describes occupational exposure measurement data and a quantitative exposure 

assessment of cobalt, nickel and tungsten for three Swedish hard metal plants operating from 

the 1930s onwards. The exposure and area air concentrations, exposure measures as well as 

the impact of different exposure modelling approaches on the exposure –response analysis, in 
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particular cobalt exposure and lung cancer mortality in the Swedish cohort, are described 

here. 

 

Materials and methods 

Study design 

Exposure assessment is performed for cobalt, nickel and tungsten for workers at three 

Swedish hard metal plants operating from 1930s and onwards. The exposure assessment is 

used in a Swedish mortality study in the hard metal industry18. The present detailed exposure 

study is based on a measurement data base from 1970 and onwards. Exposure and area 

measurement data are presented, and exposure modeling using the data base will enable 

individual exposure assessment of cumulative and mean cobalt exposure data. Different 

extrapolation assumptions for the time period before 1970 and their impact of exposure 

measures are carried out.  

 

Study objects and processes  

Three major Swedish hard metal production sites were included, with companies A and B 

being rurally located and company C located in urban areas. These companies currently 

employ approximately 1340, 1440 and 350 white and blue collar workers, and began 

operating in 1931, 1951 and 1954, respectively. The main products made at sites A and B are 

inserts for cutting applications. Site C also produces covered inserts for cutting applications, 

rock drillings and wear parts, including hot rolls. 

Up to 1990,the production of hard metal at sites A and C included treatment of Scheelite 

(CaWO4), with hydrochloric acid (HCl) followed by dissolution of the formed ammonium- 

paratungstate (APT) in ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH). The APT was then precipitated by 

evaporation of the liquid. After calcination at 900 º C, tungsten oxide (WO3) or blue oxide 

(WOx) was formed, and subsequently reduced to tungsten (W) in a hydrogen (H2) atmosphere. 

This step was followed by carburization, where tungsten and carbon black is merged in a 

heating process at 1600 - 2400 º C forming tungsten carbide (WC) powder. Tungsten carbide 

powder was then mixed with cobalt and other components according to a specific recipe, and 

wet milled in organic liquid for several hours for mixing and reducing the grain size. Spray 

drying was then used to remove the liquor from the slurry and to produce powder 
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agglomerates. The powder was then cooled and packaged in drums or bags. Spray drying has 

been used since the 1970s. Before that, the milling liquid was evaporated in heated bowls. 

The introduction of spray drying resulted in considerable reduction in cobalt exposure. Next, 

the material was pressed, although extrusion or powder injection moulding were also used to a 

lesser extent. The pressed pieces were then shaped and sintered. The products were then 

accurately grinded or machined into the desired shapes. The products were then sand blasted 

and covered with a protective coating layer. The coating was either chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD) involving a layer of titanium carbide (TiC), or physical vapor deposition (PVD) using 

TiC. In the final step, the finished products were inspected for quality, stored and shipped out 

of the plant.  

Conventional hard metal grades for insert production typically contain 80 - 94% tungsten 

carbide with 6 - 12% cobalt binder and often varying proportions of carbides of other metals 

such as titanium, tantalum, niobium and chromium. Chromium carbide is added to the powder 

but after sintering the chromium is found in its metallic state. The content is typically 0.3 - 

0.9%. Cermet grades for insert production are based on titanium carbonitride with cobalt (7 - 

11%) and/or nickel (4 - 6%) binder. They typically also contain some tungsten carbide, 

tantalum carbide (TaC), vanadium carbide (VC) and molybdenum carbide (Mo2C).  

 

Measurement data base 

Personal and area air measurement data were extracted from company records, covering a 

period from early 1970 to 2012. In total, there were 2683 personal samples and 1116 area 

measurements in the data base. The majority of the personal samples related to levels of 

cobalt, tungsten and nickel, i.e., 1210 cobalt, 313 nickel and 342 tungsten measurements, with 

the number of corresponding area measurements being 354, 154 and 58. The determinants 

available for all samples in the Swedish data base were country, company, site, sampling date, 

department, job title, US job class title, exposure agent, agent concentration, sampling time, 

sampling volume, CAS number, particle size fraction, sampling device, sampling collection 

media, analytical method, level of quantification (LOQ) for the laboratory used, and 

occupational exposure limits, with all determinants being registered for each sample. The 

Swedish measurement data base was primarily used as a basis for the exposure assessment in 

the Swedish mortality study 18, and also as part of the international measurement data base, 

used for the exposure assessment in the international pooled analysis (Marsh2017, submitted) 
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and the US study13. All personal and area measurements, regardless of exposure time, were 

included in the measurement data base and shown in full in Appendix 1. 

 

Sampling and analytical methods 

The sampling of the total dust was carried out according to a modified version of National 

Institute of Occupational Safety and Health Manual of Analytical Methods 0500 22 using an 

open - faced cassette (OFC) with a 25 mm cellulose acetate filter (Millipore 3 µm pore size) 

and an airflow of 2.0 L/min. Inhalable dust was collected using a GSP filter head (GSA 

Messgerätebau GmbH, Gut Vellbrüggen, Germany) with a 37 mm cellulose acetate filter 

(Sartorius Stedim 8 µm pore size) connected to a pump (GSA SG4000, Messgerätebau 

GmbH, Gut Vellbrüggen, Germany), operated at an air flow of 3.5 L/min 23. Determination of 

the mass of dust on the filters was made gravimetrically. 

The vast majority of the samples in the measurement database were collected as total dust 

levels, with the metals subsequently determined in that particle fraction. A smaller number, 

(50 out of 1210) of the personal samples were determined form inhalable dust measurements 

and were subsequently transformed to cobalt in the total dust fraction. A one to one ratio was 

used, based on parallel stationary measurements 24. The same transformation was made in the 

US pooled measurement database, used for the US cohort study.  

The analysis of metals was carried out using different techniques. From the 1970s up to 1992 

the use of atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), predominantly with an LOQ of 1 µg 

/sample 25 was used. From 1992 to 2006, X-ray fluorescence (XRF), with much the same 

LOQ level, was used 26. Such analysis did not require any dissolving of the sample, thus 

allowing for multiple analyses including wet chemistry. From 2006 and up to 2011 inductive 

coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP) was used, from 2011 low resolution ICP using mass 

spectroscopy for identification and quantification with an LOQ 0.05 µg/sample 27 was 

primarily used. 

 

Exposure assessment by job and department   

The job or departmental class for each worker along with time period were extracted from the 

personnel files and compared to company classification, which varied in resolution between 
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different time periods. In the international study, some 69 job or departmental classes were 

identified 14. All Swedish workers were assigned a job class according to classifications from 

the international study (Appendix 2). Based on the number of cobalt measurements and the 

number for each job title occurring in the personnel files, a reduction of job classes to 

aggregated job classes was carried out.  

For the Swedish cohort, aggregated job classes were defined based on similar exposure group 

(SEG) considerations and measurement data related to job titles occurring in the measurement 

database. An SEG is defined as “a group of workers having the same general exposure profile 

for an agent because of the similarity of the materials and processes with which they work, 

and the similarity of the way they perform the task(s)” 28. This leaves the aggregated job 

classes A - I for modeling and exposure - response analysis. Job class A was defined as 

background (unexposed, i.e., office workers), B as intermittent low (foremen, engineers, 

material handler, assembly, marking, inspection and packing), C as intermittent high 

(laboratory R&D, maintenance), D as powder production (weighing, mixing, spray dry, 

packaging), E as pressing, (pressing, forming, shaping), F as slow - moving operations, G as 

coating, H as rolls (big pieces), and I as grinding and honing.  

 

Exposure modeling and measures  

Using personal cobalt air concentrations, and available exposure determinants, we carried out 

a log linear multiple regression analysis, comprising aggregated job class, site and time 

period, with cobalt concentrations as the dependent variable. Our model initially included five 

different time periods (1970 - 1979, 1980 - 1989, 1990 - 1999, 2000 - 2009, and 2010+), three 

different sites (companies A, B and C), and nine categories of aggregated job titles, A to I, as 

independent variables. To improve the exposure assessment and make the exposure 

assessment used in the cohort study more comparable to earlier studies, modelling was also 

carried out with data for blue collar workers, complied by aggregating job class D to I. No 

data were available for the time period 1950-1969, during which a large number of the 

workers studied started their jobs. We used three different extrapolation techniques for the 

periods before 1970, in order to carry out a sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of 

different assumptions on our exposure measures used in our mortality study. In a standard 

exposure assessment procedure, the period before 1970 would have the same modelled 

exposure as the period 1970 - 1979. However, we also extrapolated model data by log linear 
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regression analysis, the regression coefficients (B) values based on the average change per 10- 

year period, and used them to model cobalt exposure for the two periods 1950-59 and 1960-

69. We also used exponential extrapolation for the period 1940-69 to calculate historical 

measurement data. Data from the modelled cobalt exposure is presented. The exposure 

measurements were skewed, and required a natural logarithm transformation. The model used 

for estimating cobalt concentrations between 1970 and 2012 was: 

Ln (cobalt) = b0 +b1[Site] +b2 Time-period + b3[Job class 

For the different extrapolation scenarios, the b2-values were calculated for each decade 

between 1940 and 1969 and subsequently formed different model data. For all individuals in 

the cohort, the concentration of cobalt derived from the different log models for each time 

period, job and site and the duration of exposure was used to calculate cumulative exposure 

measure in mg/m3
*years (i.e. exposure level multiplied by exposure time). The cumulative 

exposure of cobalt for each individual was calculated using: 

CE(j) =  Ek(jk) T(jk)     

where CE(j) is the individual cumulative exposure expressed as mg/m3 year, Ek(jk) is the 

estimated level of cobalt exposure for the jth individual during the kth time period and T(jk) is 

the number of years at the exposure level prevailing for the kth time period. 

The corresponding mean was calculated as 

CE(j) =  Ek(jk) T(jk)/  T(jk) 

The standard exposure measures used were ever/never exposed, duration of employment, 

cumulative and mean exposure 18. Measurement data for nickel and tungsten were sparse and 

unevenly distributed between jobs and time periods, and a different approach was used 

(Appendix 3). Based on dichotomized exposure to tungsten, either <0.1 and >0.1 mg/m3, all 

sites were included and analyzed by cumulative exposures as well as by means, classified in 

quartiles. Measurement data for nickel were only available from one plant, and the exposure 

measure based on the dichotomized exposure for nickel was either < 0.01 or > 0.01 mg/m3. 

The classification of nickel exposure was dichotomized based on median; exposure levels 

below 0.01 mg/m3 were assigned a value of 1 and exposures above 0.01 mg/m3 assigned a 

value of 2 for each aggregated job class and time period. A corresponding classification 

(based on median) was set up for tungsten; exposure levels below 0.1 mg/m3 were assigned a 
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value of 1 and exposures above 0.1 mg/m3 assigned a value of 2.Cumulative and mean 

exposures were calculated. 

The results of the log linear modeling were used to determine cobalt concentrations for 

different time periods, jobs and companies, and furthermore cumulative cobalt exposures 

(mg/m3•years) and means (mg/m3) were calculated for the exposure response analysis in our 

mortality study in the Swedish hard metal industry 18. 

In our mortality study, exposure to cobalt was defined as cumulative exposure in 

mg/m3
•year (i.e., exposure level times exposure time) and mean (cumulative exposure 

by duration of exposure) and then categorized in two different ways. The determined 

cumulative and mean exposures were categorized as quartiles, for both the total cohort 

and for blue collar workers. Exposure was also categorized into three exposure groups 

that reflected exposures relevant to a 40- year working career at the present Swedish 

Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL), 0.02 mg/m3, defined as the 8-hour time weighted 

average air concentration (8 - hour TWA). The cumulative dose values for the three 

categories were < 0.20 (low), 0.21 - 0.40 (medium) and > 0.41(high) mg/m3 
•year. The 

high exposure group reflects half of the maximum allowed life - time exposure to cobalt, 

0.8 mg/m3 ·year, which corresponds to 40 years of exposure at the present Swedish OEL 

for cobalt, that is 0.02 mg/m3 29.The corresponding classes based on means would be < 

0.005, 0.0051 - 0.010 and > 0.01 mg/m3. In this paper, we compare the different 

quantitative exposure measures using our different extrapolation scenarios and discuss 

them with the perspective outlined above. 

 

Statistical methods 

For descriptive purposes, standard parameters (arithmetic mean (AM), standard deviation 

(SD), geometric mean (GM), geometric standard deviation (GSD), range) were calculated for 

the log normal distribution of all the measurements. The limit of detection (LOD) is defined 

as 3 SD for a concentration with signal-to-noise ratio of 3. The present detection limits are < 

40 g for dust, < 0.01 g for cobalt and < 0.02 g for tungsten. The corresponding air 

concentrations are < 0.040 mg/m3 for dust, < 0.00001 mg/m3 for cobalt and < 0.00002 mg/m3 

for tungsten for an 8- hour full work shift sample and a flow rate of 2 L/min. Measurements 

below LOD were assigned LOD/2 before the final calculations 30. Historically, the levels of 

detection and quantification were much higher for the metals and we therefore report a level 
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of quantification for all cobalt air concentration as < 0.001 mg/m3, even though modern 

analytical techniques enables a much lower limit of detection. 

Standard linear regression analysis was carried out, including upper and lower limits for the 

confidence interval of the regression coefficient. Data for the exponential regression were 

calculated based on R software. For the initial linear regression analysis, we used the 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 22.0. 

The underlying cohort study was approved by the Regional Ethical ReviewBoard, Uppsala, 

Sweden Dnr 2012/056. 

 

Results 

Measurement data base 

The personal and area air measurement data were extracted from company records, covering a 

time period from early 1970 to 2012.The majority of the personal samples represented cobalt, 

tungsten and nickel, with 1210, 313 and 342 exposure measurements, respectively (Table 1). 

The detailed measurement database is shown in Appendix 1.The personal measurements with 

sampling time more than 360 minutes were for company A 75 %, B 100 %, and C 72%. The 

personal exposure cobalt concentration levels varied between <0.0001 to 2.8 mg/m3, with 

median and arithmetic means of 0.01 and 0.04 mg/m3, respectively. The tungsten 

concentration levels varied between <0.0006 and 5.7 mg/m3, with median arithmetic means of 

0.042 and 0.15 mg/m3, respectively. Nickel exposure levels ranged from <0.0005 to 2.8 

mg/m3, with corresponding median and mean of 0.007 and 0.036 mg /m3, respectively. Of the 

cobalt concentrations, 37 % exceeded 0.02 mg /m3, and 21 % exceeded 0.04 mg/m3. Some 65 

% of these high cobalt levels cobalt were for workers involved in powder production, and 22 

% for those working in to pressing and shaping. On the other hand, only 6 % of nickel 

measurements exceeded 0.1 mg/m3 (80 % for workers in powder production) and only 1 % 

exceeded 0.5 mg/m3. For chromium, 23 % exceeded 0.1 mg/m3, mainly for workers in powder 

production. The total dust levels varied between <0.010 to 58 mg/m3, with arithmetic mean 

and median of 0.89 and 0.37 mg/m3, respectively. For the area measurements, the majority of 

the samples represented cobalt, tungsten and nickel, with 354, 142 and 58 exposure 

measurements for cobalt, nickel and tungsten, respectively. The area cobalt concentration 

levels varied between <0.000004 and 1.7 mg/m3, with arithmetic means and median of 0.04 
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and 0.007mg/m3, respectively. The tungsten concentration levels varied between 0.00002 and 

0.4 mg/m3, with median and arithmetic means of 0.004 and 0.03 mg/m3, respectively. Nickel 

area levels ranged from 0.00009 to 0.26 mg/m3, with corresponding median and mean of 

0.0007 and 0.007 mg /m3. The total dust levels ranged from <0.03 to 100 mg/m3, with median 

and arithmetic mean 0.13 and 1.4 mg/m3respectively. For cobalt, 12 % of the measurements 

exceeded 0.04 mg/m3. Current and historical Swedish OELs are shown in Table 2, with the 

personal cobalt exposure levels, organized by time period and aggregated job titles shown in 

Table 3. The total average cobalt concentration (AM 0.042 mg /m3 ) for 1970 to 2010 + 

ranged from 0.060 to 0.0089 mg /m3 , with the corresponding levels for powder being AM 

0.062 mg /m3, ranging from 0.081 to 0.014 mg /m3 , and for workers in pressing AM 0.029 

mg /m3, ranging from 0.066 to 0.0069 mg /m3. Workers involved in grinding showed lower 

cobalt levels, with an AM of 0.025 mg/m3, and ranging from 0.0037 to 0.040 mg /m3. 

 

Exposure modeling and exposure measures  

Log linear modeling was carried out for all aggregated jobs and blue collar workers based on 

two different assumptions (Table 4 and 5). The modeling based on all aggregated jobs showed 

statistically significant regression coefficients (p<0.001) between all sites, with the regression 

coefficients for site C was 2.5 and 2.0 times higher for site B than the reference site A. This 

implies that the exposure levels between sites were different, being 2.5 times higher for site C 

than for site A, and B 2.0 times higher, all other factors in the model being equal. No single 

site could be used to estimate exposure levels in the modeling. In principle, measurement data 

from a single plant were not suitable for representing the other sites. Looking at trends in 

exposure levels, it can be seen that the level drops over time, despite there being no 

significant change over the 1980s and 1990s when compared to the 1970s. From 2000 and 

onwards, there has been a statistically significant (p<0.001) five-fold reduction in exposure 

levels. For aggregated job classes, the highest regression coefficients (B-values) were 

determined for powder production, pressing and wearing parts, in particular rolls (14.96; 5.66 

and 13.39), implying a 15-fold statistically significant (p<0.001) difference between the job 

classes B (intermittent low) and D (powder production) exposure levels, all other 

determinants being equal. When we carried out the modeling of data for blue collar workers, 

using job class I(grinding) as reference, given the rather small number of measurements for 

the non-production job titles, almost identical figures and trends were noted for the regression 
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coefficients (B-values) representing site (company) and year by decade. When comparing job 

classes, the highest B-values were seen for workers in powder production, pressing and 

wearing parts, in particular rolls (5.4, 2.1 and 4.78; p<0.001) using grinding values as the 

reference (Table 5). 

No measurement data were available for the time period 1950 - 1969, during which a large 

number of the studied workers were exposed. In a standard exposure assessment procedure, 

exposure before 1970 would be modeled the same as the period 1970-1979 (status 

quo).However, in this study we also extrapolated regression coefficients (B) values for our 

time component based on average change in each 10- year period, and used them to model 

cobalt exposure for the two periods 1950-59 and 1960-69 (linear extrapolation). The B-values 

calculated for periods between 1950 - 1959 and 1960 – 1969, based on our regression model, 

were 1.56 and 1.28, respectively, using the period 1970-79 as the reference (B=1). We also 

performed modeling after adapting data to an exponential extrapolation, resulting in B=1.9 for 

1940 - 49, B=1.8 for 1950 - 59 and B=1.6 for 1960-69. Our linear extrapolation corresponds 

to an annual change of 2-3 %, our annual change for our exponential extrapolation ranges 

from 6 – to 9 % per year for the period before 1970. 

 

Exposure measures 

The cumulative exposures based on modeling of aggregated job titles, assuming that the 

exposures before 1970-79 could be used as proxies for the exposures in the period 1950-69 

showed an average of 0.041 mg/m3 ·years, ranging up to 2.5 mg/m3 ·years, with powder and 

rolls production yielding the highest cumulative exposures, being 0.10 and 0.23 mg/m3 ·years. 

When using extrapolated B-values for the period 1950 - 69, a rather small increase from 0. 

041 to 0.044 mg/m3 ·years was seen. A corresponding increase was noted for the different 

aggregated job titles. When the cohort was restricted to more than one year of exposure, 

increased cumulative exposures were noted, 0.068 and 0.074 mg/m3, respectively, for the 

average exposure when the different extrapolation techniques were used (Table 6). Notably, 

almost 50 % of the total cohort consisted of short-term employed workers. 

The cumulative exposures based on modeling of blue collar job titles, assuming exposures for 

1970-79 could be used as proxies for the period 1950-69 showed an average of 0.053 mg/m3 

·years, ranging up to 2.4 mg/m3 ·years, with powder and rolls production showing the highest 
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cumulative exposures, being 0.10 and 0.20 mg/m3 ·years. When using extrapolated B-values 

for the period 1950-69, a rather small increase from 0. 053 to 0.056 was seen, still with 

powder and rolls production yielding the highest cumulative exposures. When restricted to 

more than one year of exposure, the average cumulative exposures increased to 0.079 and 

0.084 mg/m3 ·years, respectively, when using the different extrapolation techniques (Table 7). 

The mean exposure based on modeling of all aggregated job titles, assuming exposures for 

1970 - 79 could be used as proxies for exposures between 1950 - 69 showed an average of 

0.0087 mg/m3, ranging up to 0.06 mg/m3, with powder and rolls production yielding the 

highest mean exposures, being 0.047 and 0.038 mg/m3 , respectively. When using 

extrapolated B-values for the period 1950 - 69, a rather small increase from 0. 0087 to 0.010 

mg/m3 · was seen. A corresponding increase was noted for the different aggregated job titles. 

When the cohort was restricted to more than one year of exposure, reduced mean exposures 

were seen, 0.0065 and 0.0072 mg/m3, respectively (Table 8). 

The mean exposures based on modeling of blue collar job titles , assuming the exposures 

between 1970 - 79 could be used as proxies for exposures in the period 1950 - 69 showed an 

average of 0.012 mg/m3 , ranging up to 0.06 mg/m3 , with powder and rolls production 

yielding the highest mean exposures, being 0.040 and 0.029 mg/m3 . When using extrapolated 

B-values for the period 1950 - 69, a rather small increase to 0. 013 was seen, still with powder 

and rolls production yielding the highest mean exposures. When restricted to more than one 

year of exposure, the average mean exposures decreased to 0.0078 and 0.0084 mg/m3, 

respectively, when using the different extrapolation techniques (Table 9). 

When we modeled exponentially decreasing exposures for blue collar workers with more than 

1 year of exposure, the cumulative and mean exposures increased (Table 10). For powder 

production, the average cumulative exposure increased from 0.27 to 0.4 mg/m3 years, for 

pressing from 0.1 to 0.15 mg/m3 years and for the overall 0.079 to 0.10 mg/m3 years. The 

corresponding figures for means for powder production were 0.012 to 0.043 mg/m3 for 

powder, and 0.0078 to 0.010 mg/m3 for the overall.  

For cumulative exposures for short - term exposed blue collar workers (< 1 year), the total 

average level was 0.004 mg/m3 years, for powder production 0.0137 mg/m3 years, ranging up 

to 0.015 mg/m3 years, and for grinding 0.0013, ranging up to 0.0015 mg/m3 years. The 

corresponding mean exposures were generally higher, the total average mean level being 
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0.014 mg/m3 years, for powder 0.059 mg/m3 years, ranging up to 0.09 mg/m3 years, and for 

grinding 0.0028, ranging up to 0.01 mg/m3 years. Data are not shown in table. 

 

Discussion 

Exposure assessment was performed for cobalt, nickel and tungsten for workers at three 

Swedish hard metal plants operating from 1930s and onwards. The exposure assessment was 

used in a Swedish mortality study in the hard metal industry 18.A historical database (1970 - 

2012) of personal and area measurements in the Swedish hard metal industry was created. 

Some24 % of the personal cobalt exposures exceeded 0.02 mg /m3, and 13 % exceeded 0.04 

mg/m3. Most of the high cobalt levels were associated to powder production and pressing and 

shaping. Some 6 % of the nickel air concentrations exceeded 0.1 mg/m3, with 1 % exceeding 

0.5 mg/m3. Only 10 % of the tungsten measurement exceeded 1 mg/m3. The log linear 

regression modeling using extrapolation versus standard assumptions for early time periods 

showed statistical differences between sites, for time periods, in particular when before and 

after 2000 were compared to 1970 - 79. The job classes powder production, pressing and rolls 

production showed significant impact on the model compared to grinding as the reference. 

Only minor differences were noted when mean and cumulative exposures was calculated 

based on different log linear modelling for the period before 1970. However, when log 

exponential modeling was used, a 50 % increase was determined for cumulative exposures 

and means for certain jobs and a 25 % increase overall. Some 2 % of the cobalt cumulative 

exposures for blue collar workers exceeded 0.4 mg/m3 years, 4 % 0.04 mg/m3 years. 

Measurement data base  

A historical database (1970 - 2012) of personal and area measurements in the Swedish hard 

metal industry was created. The personal cobalt measurements are well distributed among the 

jobs with significant exposure and jobs occurring frequently in the personnel register, such as 

powder production, pressing and grinding among the blue collar workers and over the period 

covered by the data base, that is from 1970 to after 2010. Some 37 % of the personal cobalt 

concentration exceeded the present Swedish OEL, and 21 % exceeded 0.04 mg/m3, mostly for 

workers in powder production and pressing. Nickel and tungsten concentrations were low. 

Most of the high cobalt levels were associated with to powder production, pressing and 

shaping. No stationary measurements have been included in our regression modeling, because 
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they were considered being sampled either too close or too far from the source to represent 

personal exposure for even the more static of jobs. The sampling time for the majority of the 

samples reflected the 8 - hour work shift well. Notably, all overall means for cobalt 

concentrations in the period 1970-1999 exceeded the historical Swedish OEL 0.05 mg/m3, in 

contrast to the period after 2000 when the means were almost lower than half the present 

Swedish TLV, 0.02 mg/m3. Although not analyzed for trend, a substantial change in exposure 

levels (as reflected in the regression analysis) was noted in 2000 and onwards, in fact at a time 

when dust elimination programs were implemented at the different sites, in particular site A. 

It should be noted that no measurement data were available before 1990 at site A. Different 

time eras could be seen, with non-compliance and compliance periods apparent, in spite of a 

50 % reduction of the OEL for cobalt. Very high GSDs were noted, reflecting in particular the 

contrast between the later analyses of cobalt with very low detection limits in contrast to 

rather high cobalt levels determined historically. However, even though data are presented as 

< 1 µg/m3 in the tables, true values in the measurement data were used for the calculations of 

various parameters. 

 

Sampling and analysis 

Up to 2005 the sampling was carried out using 37 or 25 mm open- faced filter cassettes 

collecting total dust, after that the Swedish OEL for cobalt has been defined by sampling of 

the inhalable fraction. For the inhalable dust measurements in the data base, all except 4 % 

were sampled in parallel with total dust. We have used the same cobalt concentration levels 

determined in the inhalable fraction for the total dust cobalt levels used in our measurement 

database. The rationale for that transformation comes from evaluation of parallel stationary 

sampling data at one of the sites in the study, that showed almost unity when the cobalt 

concentrations were compared 24. The majority of the samples had sampling time above 360 

and 240 minutes, implying our measurements well covered a major part of the 8 - hour shift 

sampling. Although gravimetric analysis was use over the whole study period for total dust 

concentrations, the analytical methods for determining the metals cobalt, nickel, chromium 

and tungsten changed and subsequently, the levels of detection. Until the 1990s, atomic 

absorption spectrophotometry (AAS) was used, and then there was a gradual change from low 

to high resolution ICP-MS, producing a corresponding increase in detection limits from 1 µg 

per sample to 0.05 µg and 0.001µg/sample. For reasons of comparability, we have set the 
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detection limit for all metal air concentration analysis to 0.001 mg/m3, and subsequently as 

shown in Table 1 and 3 and in Appendices1, 2 and 3. When calculating parameters such as 

means and standard deviations, the true value or less than (<) values have been used. 

Accredited laboratories with vast experience in metal analysis have carried out the analysis of 

metals from the 1970´s, in fact two well-known Swedish laboratories, ALS Scandinavia, and 

our own laboratory at the Department of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, are 

responsible for the bulk of analysis. 

 

Exposure assessment and exposure measures 

We have used standard exposure measures to evaluate our cohort (ever/never exposed, 

duration of exposure including latency, and cumulative and mean cobalt exposure) for the 

exposure- response analysis 31. This paper describes the assessment for quantitative exposure 

measures for cobalt in particular. It is important to note that, when the cumulative dose is 

strongly related to the duration of exposure and long-term effects, other mechanisms related 

to high exposure at shorter time periods could be valid. Therefore it is useful also to include 

mean as an exposure measure 32. Our aggregated job classes reflect the job titles occurring in 

the company data files and registers accurately, as do data in our historical measurement data 

- base. This could be further justified by looking at the distribution of aggregated jobs, 

especially blue collar, and the occurrence of job titles and measurement data over time 

(Appendix 2). The necessity of this aggregation based on similar exposure groups (SEGs) is 

obvious for the Swedish cohort study, the background and non-production departments only 

contributed to 69 cobalt measurements, with the corresponding job titles occurring 11910 

times in the personnel files. In contrast, for powder production there were 414 measurements 

in 713 job classes. Of particular interest is the low resolution of job titles in the Swedish 

measurement data base in relation to powder production, with 206 cobalt measurements in 

632 job classes, all in the unspecified category “hard metal production”. Tungsten carbide 

production is not included in the epidemiological study. A similar pattern was noted for 

pressing, forming, shaping and grinding (Appendix 2). 

Our quantitative cobalt exposure measures are based on log linear modeling, including 

company, job class and period by decade, from 1970 to 2012 33. However , as a large group of 

our cohort was included in the national mortality registers starting in the early 1950s, we have 

used our three different modeling approaches to estimate cobalt exposure for the periods 1940 
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- 49, 1950 - 59 and 1960 - 69, rather than using standard approaches and applying data from 

1970 - 1979 for these earlier years. Our log linear model for extrapolation shows decreasing 

exposure concentration levels at a rate of 2 - 3 % per year, in line with trends reported from 

several other industrial cohorts 34, 35. Using log exponential extrapolation showed yearly 

decreased exposure levels ranging from 6 - 9 %, data that could also be found in the literature 

36. However, we have no measurement data at all for the early time periods. In our mortality 

paper SMRs using the different extrapolation techniques are presented for all three 

extrapolation models 18. 

To consider both the various exposure measures and to avoid the strong influence of short-

term employed workers in our cohort 18 we defined two different exposure groupings. 

Exposure to cobalt was defined as cumulative exposure with units mg/m3•year (i.e., exposure 

level multiplied by exposure time) and mean (cumulative exposure by duration of exposure), 

then and categorized in two different ways. The determined cumulative and mean exposures 

were categorized as quartiles, for both the total cohort and for blue collar workers. Exposure 

was also categorized into three exposure groups that reflected exposures relevant to a 40 - 

year working career with current Swedish OEL for cobalt, i.e., 0.02 mg/m3, defined as the 8-

hour time weighted average air concentration (8 hour TWA). The cumulative dose values for 

the three categories were < 0.20 (low), 0.21 - 0.40 (medium) and > 0.41(high) mg/m3 •year. 

The high exposure group reflects half of the maximum allowed life - time exposure to cobalt, 

0.8 mg/m3• year, which corresponds to 40 years of exposure at the present Swedish OEL for 

cobalt, 0.02 mg/m3 (SWEA 2015).The corresponding classes based on means would be < 

0.005, 0.0051 - 0.010 and > 0.01 mg/m3.  

Nickel, chromium and tungsten 

Metallic nickel and chromium could be present in certain cemented carbide qualities during 

the production of hard metal products. Nickel was used at all plants, although measurement 

data was limited to company C. At company A, nickel was introduced in the early 1990s and 

used for some 20 years, accounting for 2-2.5% of total production and a content ranging from 

4 to 6 %. At company B nickel has been used since mid-1980s, accounting for only 0.25 % of 

the total hard metal production, and at company C it was introduced in the 1960s in about 1 % 

of the production Chromium carbide (Cr3C2) was introduced in the early 1990s as a grain 

growth inhibitor and currently over 40 % of powder production contains the substance, at a 

content of 0.3 - 0.9%. Our historical measurement database showed that only 6 % exceeded 
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0.1 mg/m3 and just 1 % exceeded 0.5 mg/m3. Given the low levels of nickel and chromium air 

measurements, reflecting minor addition to the different grades and poor distribution of these 

between time periods and sites, quantitative exposure assessment by modeling was not 

performed. The Swedish OEL 29 for nickel in the metal state is currently 0.5 mg/m3, and is not 

classified carcinogenic. Within the EU, insoluble and soluble compounds are considered 

carcinogenic and have low recommended OELs; however, metallic nickel is excluded since 

neither animal experiment nor human epidemiological studies have indicated any 

carcinogenicity 37. IARC classifies metallic nickel as possibly carcinogenic to humans (group 

1), based on “sufficient evidence in humans for carcinogenicity of mixtures that include 

nickel and nickel compounds” 38. Tungsten exposure measurement data was highly correlated 

to cobalt, but no agencies consider the metal to be potentially carcinogenic. 

 

Exposure assessment in other studies  

Exposure assessment was carried out performed in an original mortality cohort of Swedish 

hard metal workers (3163 men), evaluated for the period 1940-1982 8. This study identified 5 

exposure categories, unexposed (0), temporary presence in an area of hard metal production 

(1), permanent presence in areas where cobalt products were machined (2), production of hard 

metal products (3) and hard metal powder production (4). A quantitative assessment was also 

carried out for the different categories by decade from 1940 to 1980. For the whole period, 

exposure in category 1 ranged from 1- 2 µg/m3, in category 2 from 2- 5 µg/m3, in category 3 

from 10- 30 µg/m3 and in category 4 from 10-1100 µg/m3 for the whole period, decreasing by 

each decade. The greatest changes by time were noted for the high exposure group, powder 

production, with substantial improvement when the 1940s was compared with the1950s. Our 

extrapolated data from the period 1950 - 59 were used to assess exposure levels for the 1940s. 

However, only a small number of workers were employed at that time period. 

A French cohort of 709 hard metal workers, employed between 1956 and 1989 was analyzed 

for mortality and exposure - response patterns 9. Exposure categories 1 - 4 were using the 

range of cobalt air concentrations, where 1 was considered non- exposed, 2 < 10 µg/m3, 3 15 - 

40 µg/m3, and 4 > 50 µg/m3. No quantitative cumulative or mean exposure measures were 

used in the analysis.  

In a French multicenter study, a cohort was formed using data from 10 different plants, with 

an inclusion criteria of greater than 3 months exposure and a mortality follow - up from 1968 

to 1991 11. The cohort included 7,459 men and women. The high dose group in the analysis 
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consisted of > 164 or > 299 level months; according to the given job exposure levels in the 

study, this would, for example correspond to 40 months (3.3 years) at level 4, 0.06 mg/m3, 

i.e., equivalent to 0.20 mg/ m3 •years.  

Another cohort study from a French plant producing hard metal and other cobalt products 

analyzed data from 2860 workers 12. The company started in1940, and the follow -up period 

was 1968 to 1992. The exposure assessment was based on a 1 - 9 exposure level scale, 

including frequency of exposure, but no quantitative cumulative or mean exposure measures 

were used in the analysis. Our data, used in the Swedish cohort analysis, used cumulative 

dose values for the three categories were < 0.20 (low), 0.21 - 0.40 (medium) and > 0.41(high) 

mg/m3 •year. 

 

Conclusions 

Exposure assessments for cobalt, nickel and tungsten were carried out on a historical cohort of 

Swedish hard metal industry workers. The assessments were based on a historical 

measurement data base, using data from 1970- to 2012. Some 37 % of the personal cobalt 

measurements exceeded 0.02 mg /m3, mostly for workers involved in powder production, 

pressing and shaping. The nickel and tungsten levels were low. The log linear regression for 

the time period 1970 - 2012 showed statistically significant differences between sites, time 

periods and jobs. Applying different extrapolation techniques for the time period before 1970, 

revealed differences between linear and exponential regressions. For the log linear 

extrapolation model used, 1.6 % of the cobalt cumulative exposures for blue collar workers 

exceeded 0.4 mg/m3 years determined as cumulative exposures. Both cumulative exposures 

and means were used in our exposure –response analysis in the cohort, including a sensitivity 

analysis of the outcome for our cohort when different exposure modeling was used. 
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Table 1 Personal and area measurement data, total, air concentrations of selected agents 

(mg/m3), 1969 - 2102, n, AM, SD, GM, GSD 

N = number of measurements 

AM = arithmetic mean 

SD = standard deviation 

GM = geometric mean 

GSD = geometric standard deviation 

 

Chemical 

agent 

N AM Media

n 

Min Max SD GM GSD 

Personal          

Co 1210 0.041 0.010 <0.00001 2.8 0.13 0.0090 6.4 

W 342 0.15 0.042 <0.0006 5.7 0.43 0.034 6.8 

Ni 313 0.036 0.0071 <0.0005 2.8 0.18 0.0054 5.5 

Cr 13 0.093 0.040 <0.002 0.54 0.15 0.028 5.8 

Total dust 755 0.89 0.37 <0.01 58 2.6 0.36 3.5 

         

Area          

         

Co 354 0.036 0.0071 <0.000004 1.7 0.14 0.0071 6.8 

W 58 0.031 0.0035 <0.00002 0.4 0.075 0.0048 7.5 

Ni 142 0.006

9 

0.00070 <0.00009 0.26 0.026 0.0008

3 

6.6 

Cr 15 0.018 0.00071 <0.00009 0.2 0.052 0.0009

3 

10.4 

Total dust 497 1.4 0.13 <0.03 102 6.5 0.19 5.2 

         

Table
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Table 2 Swedish occupational exposure limits (mg/m3) for different time periods (SOEL 

8-hr TWA), total and inhalable 1 dust fractions 

Agent  Time period    

 1974 - 77 1978 - 1980 1981 - 2004 2005 - 2010 2011+ 

Cobalt 

 

0.1 mg/m3 

C 

0.05 mg/m3  0.05 mg/m3  0.05mg/m3   0.02 mg/m3,1) C 

Nickel 

 

0.1 mg/m3 

C 

0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 

Chromium 

 

- 0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 0.5 mg/m3 

Tungsten - - 5 mg/m3  5 mg/m3 5 mg/m3  

Total dust 10 mg/m3 10 mg/m3 10 mg/m3   

Inhalable 

dust 

   10 mg/m3 10 g/m3 

1) Inhalable dust fraction, metal 

 C carcinogenic 

 

Table
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Table 3 Cobalt exposure measurements (mg/m3) by time period and aggregated job classes (blue collar) 

 1969 1970 - 79 1980 - 89 1990 - 99 2000 - 2009 2010+ Total 

Job class, 

aggregated 

   

AM 

range 

n 

    

Powder   0.081 0.15 0.074 0.017 0.014 0.062 

  0.0070-0.54 0.0071-2.8 <0.001-0.6 <0.001-0.24 <0.001-0.05 <0.001-2.78 

  68 79 128 170 46 491 

        

Pressing  0.066 0.048 0.052 0.0070 0.0069 0.029 

  <0.001-0.69 0.002-0.65 <0.001-1.6 <0.001-0.096 <0.001-0.038 <0.001-1.6 

  47 54 98 170 53 422 

        

Slow moving    0.0045 0.081 0.0099 0.001 0.030 

operations   0.001-0.01 0.001-0.68 <0.001-0.025 <0.001-0.002 0.001-0.68 

   6 9 3 8 26 

        

Coating  0.002  0.001 0.001 <0.001 0.001 

    0.001-0.001 <0.001-0.005 <0.001-0.001 <0.001-0.001 

  1  2 13 3 19 

        

Rolls   0.02 0.23 0.032 0.023 0.010 0.033 

  0.01-0.03 0.03-0.42  0.001-0.11 0.003-0.023 0.001-0.42 

  4 2 1 24 3 34 

        

Grinding  0.006 0.012 0.040 0.027 0.0037 0.0051 0.025 

 0.002-0.01 <0.001-0.08 <0.001-0.67 0.002-0.16 <0.001-0.037 <0.001-0.025 <0.001-0.67 

 3 33 58 15 20 10 139 

        

Total  0.0057 0.060 0.087 0.062 0.012 0.0089 0.042 

 0.002-0.01 <0.001-0.69 <0.001-2.8 <0.001-1.6 <0.001-0.24 <0.001-0.05 <0.001-2.8 

 3 153 199 253 400 123 1131 
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Table 4. Exposure modeling by all aggregated jobs (A to I), company and time period, 

exposure 1970 - 2012 

 

 

B= regression coefficient 

95% CI = 95 % confidence interval 

Ln (cobalt) = b0 +b1[Site] +b2 Time-period + b3[Job class 

 

 
B p    95 % CI 

(Constant) 0.00146 < 0.001 0.00084 0.002536 

     

Company     

A ref 1) 1    

B 1.997707 < 0.001 1.56049 2.557423 

C 2.51683 < 0.001 1.934792 3.270687 

     

Year     

1970-1979 ref 1) 1    

1980-1989 1.046028 0.754 0.787415 1.390968 

1990-1999 0.810584 0.136 0.614467 1.068227 

2000-2009 0.202503 < 0.001 0.153049 0.267938 

2010+ 0.193206 < 0.001 0.137931 0.270631 

     

Job class     

B Intermittent low 

ref 1    

A Background 1.09856 0.88 0.32271 3.73968 

C Intermittent high 4.13712 < 0.001 2.155451 7.940689 

D Powder 14.96928 < 0.001 9.061186 24.72958 

E Pressing forming  5.668928 < 0.001 3.414394 9.402729 

F Slow moving 1.632316 0.191 0.783488 3.404166 

G Coating 0.636991 0.268 0.286791 1.414817 

H Rolls 13.39659 < 0.001 6.672536 26.92351 

I Grinding 2.656475 < 0.001 1.541876 4.5768 
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Table 5. Exposure modeling by blue collar aggregated jobs (D to I), company and time 

period, exposure 1970 - 2012 

 

B= regression coefficient 

95% CI = 95 % confidence interval 

Ln (cobalt) = b0 +b1[Site] +b2 Time-period + b3[Job class 

 

 

 
B p    95 % CI 

(Constant) 0.003876 < 0.001   

     

Company     

A ref 1) 1    

B 1.896481 < 0.001 1.47403 2.437566 

C 2.440005 < 0.001 1.871986 3.177199 

     

Year     

1970-1979 ref 1) 1    

1980-1989 1.088717 0.568 0.81302 1.457904 

1990-1999 0.842822 0.237 0.635083 1.119632 

2000-2009 0.228779 < 0.001 0.172217 0.303917 

2010+ 0.194174 < 0.001 0.137243 0.274446 

     

Job class     

I  Grinding ref 1    

D Powder 5.468476 < 0.001 4.157858 7.192221 

E Pressing,forming 2.079235 < 0.001 1.57775 2.740115 

F Slow moving     

operations 0.620022 0.111 0.344383 1.116278 

G Coating 0.224473 < 0.001 0.114178 0.441313 

H Rolls (big pieces) 4.758821 < 0.001 2.723724 8.306182 
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Table 6 Cumulative exposures (mg/m3 years) for jobs 1950 - 2012, extrapolated data for 1950 - 69, total and > 1 year of exposure.  

Extrapolation based on data for1970 - 79 (A) and linear regression 1970-2012 (B).   

  A       B    

Job N AM Median Min Max SD  AM Median Min Max SD 

Total             

Several jobs  3124 0.073 0.037 0.0000105 1.26 0.11  0.077 0.038 0.000011 1.26 0.11 

A Background 809 0.013 0.0027 0.0000036 0.13 0.022  0.013 0.0027 0.0000036 0.15 0.023 

B Intermittent low 4057 0.014 0.003 0.000008 0.17 0.023  0.015 0.0033 0.000008 0.21 0.026 

C Intermittent high 3779 0.046 0.0085 0.000034 0.7 0.090  0.052 0.01 0.000034 0.82 0.099 

D Powder 604 0.10 0.014 0.00015 2.55 0.25  0.11 0.016 0.00015 3.31 0.28 

E Pressing 1007 0.058 0.011 0.000035 0.92 0.12  0.064 0.013 0.000035 1.1 0.14 

F Slow moving op  502 0.011 0.0022 0.000013 0.2 0.026  0.013 0.0028 0.000016 0.25 0.029 

G Coating 193 0.0081 0.0029 0.0000057 0.05 0.011  0.0082 0.0029 0.0000057 0.05 0.011 

H Rolls production 70 0.23 0.035 0.00055 1.74 0.40  0.23 0.035 0.00055 1.84 0.40 

I Grinding 1362 0.015 0.0049 0.0000097 0.17 0.023  0.015 0.0052 0.0000097 0.24 0.025 

Total 15507 0.041 0.0078 0.0000036 2.55 0.097  0.044 0.0088 0.0000036 3.31 0.11 

             

> 1 year             

Several jobs  2755 0.083 0.046 0.00042 1.26 0.11  0.087 0.048 0.00042 1.26 0.12 

A Background 519 0.020 0.0087 0.00035 0.13 0.025  0.021 0.0088 0.00035 0.15 0.026 

B Intermittent low 2184 0.025 0.014 0.0003 0.17 0.027  0.027 0.015 0.00030 0.21 0.030 

C Intermittent high 1581 0.11 0.055 0.0015 0.7 0.12  0.11 0.062 0.0015 0.82 0.13 

D Powder 177 0.32 0.20 0.0047 2.55 0.38  0.35 0.21 0.0047 3.31 0.43 

E Pressing 462 0.12 0.048 0.002 0.92 0.16  0.13 0.056 0.002 1.1 0.18 

F Slow moving op  158 0.032 0.017 0.001 0.2 0.038  0.036 0.021 0.001 0.25 0.044 

G Coating 140 0.011 0.0061 0.0002 0.05 0.012  0.011 0.0061 0.0002 0.05 0.012 

H Rolls production 37 0.42 0.23 0.012 1.74 0.47  0.42 0.23 0.016 1.84 0.48 

I Grinding 933 0.021 0.011 0.00039 0.17 0.025  0.022 0.011 0.00039 0.24 0.028 

Total 8946 0.068 0.028 0.0002 2.55 0.12  0.074 0.030 0.0002 3.31 0.13 

N= number of individuals 
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AM=arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 
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Table 7 Cumulative exposures (mg/m3 years) for jobs 1950 - 2012, extrapolated data for 1950 - 69, blue collar workers and > 1 year of 

exposure. Extrapolation based on data for1970 - 79 (A) and linearregression 1970 - 2012 (B).   

   A     B    

Job N AM Median Min Max SD AM Median Min Max SD 

Total            

Several jobs  561 0.079 0.045 0.00011 0.9 0.11 0.081 0.047 0.00011 0.91 0.11 

D Powder 757 0.1 0.013 0.0000001 2.4 0.23 0.11 0.015 0.0000001 3.1 0.26 

E Pressing 1339 0.059 0.013 0.0000001 0.88 0.11 0.065 0.015 0.0000001 1.05 0.13 

F Slow moving op  589 0.012 0.0024 0.000012 0.19 0.027 0.014 0.0031 0.000016 0.25 0.031 

G Coating 305 0.0066 0.0025 0.0000060 0.05 0.009 0.0067 0.0026 0.000006 0.05 0.0093 

H Rolls production 94 0.20 0.040 0.00052 1.62 0.33 0.21 0.040 0.00052 1.7 0.34 

I Grinding 2155 0.037 0.013 0.000029 0.39 0.054 0.038 0.014 0.000029 0.44 0.058 

Total 5800 0.053 0.012 0.0000001 2.4 0.12 0.056 0.013 0.0000001 3.1 0.13 

            

>1 year            

Several jobs  534 0.083 0.051 0.0010 0.9 0.11 0.085 0.052 0.0011 0.91 0.12 

D Powder 258 0.27 0.15 0.00028 2.4 0.34 0.29 0.16 0.00028 3.1 0.38 

E Pressing 739 0.10 0.043 0.000054 0.88 0.14 0.11 0.048 0.000084 1.1 0.16 

F Slow moving op  224 0.03 0.016 0.00043 0.19 0.038 0.035 0.018 0.00056 0.25 0.044 

G Coating 243 0.0082 0.0042 0.000006 0.05 0.010 0.0083 0.0042 0.0000060 0.05 0.0098 

H Rolls production 57 0.33 0.18 0.011 1.6 0.38 0.33 0.18 0.011 1.7 0.39 

I Grinding 1673 0.047 0.024 0.000087 0.39 0.058 0.049 0.024 0.000088 0.44 0.061 

Total 3728 0.079 0.030 0.0000060 2.4 0.15 0.084 0.033 0.0000060 3.1 0.16 

            
            

N= number of 

individuals 

AM=arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 
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Table 8 Mean exposures (mg/m3 years) for jobs 1950 - 2012, extrapolated data for 1950 - 69, total and > 1 year of exposure.  

Extrapolation based on data for1970 - 79 (A) and linear regression 1970 - 2012 (B).   

   A     B    

Job N AM Media

n 

Min Max SD AM Media

n 

Min Max SD 

Total            

Several jobs  3124 0.0057 0.003 0.000011 0.06 0.0077 0.00618 0.0031 0.000011 0.071 0.0088 

A Background 809 0.0018 0.0016 0.00032 0.003 0.001 0.00185 0.0017 0.00032 0.0046 0.0011 

B Intermittent low 4057 0.0027 0.0029 0.000008 0.004 0.0011 0.00311 0.003 0.000010 0.0058 0.0016 

C Intermittent high 3779 0.013 0.0152 0.000034 0.02 0.0039 0.01605 0.0159 0.000034 0.024 0.0056 

D Powder 604 0.047 0.055 0.00015 0.06 0.017 0.05519 0.0567 0.00015 0.086 0.022 

E Pressing 1007 0.0165 0.0208 0.000057 0.02 0.0066 0.01947 0.0208 0.000057 0.033 0.0091 

F Slow moving op  502 0.0056 0.006 0.000013 0.01 0.00099 0.00705 0.0077 0.000020 0.0094 0.0017 

G Coating 193 0.001 0.0008 0.00019 0.002 0.00074 0.00102 0.0008 0.00019 0.0024 0.0008 

H Rolls production 70 0.038 0.040 0.01 0.05 0.015 0.03767 0.0399 0.01 0.051 0.014 

I Grinding 1362 0.0025 0.0035 0.00035 0.004 0.0014 0.00265 0.0035 0.00035 0.0064 0.0015 

Total 15507 0.0087 0.0037 0.000008 0.06 0.011 0.01012 0.0044 0.000010 0.086 0.013 

            

> 1 year            

Several jobs  2755 0.0048 0.0029 0.056 0.06 0.0062 0.0052 0.003 0.00019 0.07 0.0070 

A Background 519 0.0018 0.0016 0.0035 0.003 0.0011 0.0019 0.0016 0.00032 0.005 0.0013 

B Intermittent low 2184 0.0025 0.0029 0.0038 0.004 0.0010 0.0027 0.0029 0.00030 0.006 0.0013 

C Intermittent high 1581 0.012 0.0152 0.016 0.02 0.0041 0.014 0.015 0.0012 0.02 0.0058 

D Powder 177 0.044 0.055 0.057 0.06 0.017 0.047 0.055 0.0044 0.09 0.020 

E Pressing 462 0.014 0.0165 0.022 0.02 0.0070 0.016 0.017 0.0017 0.03 0.0091 

F Slow moving op  158 0.0052 0.0052 0.0063 0.01 0.0011 0.0063 0.0061 0.00096 0.01 0.0019 

G Coating 

140 0.0011 0.0011 0.0019 0.0019 0.00072 0.0011 0.0011 0.00019 0.0024 

0.0007

4 

H Rolls production 37 0.035 0.0401 0.051 0.05 0.016 0.035 0.0401 0.001 0.05 0.016 

I Grinding 933 0.0025 0.0035 0.0044 0.004 0.0013 0.0026 0.0035 0.00035 0.01 0.0014 

Total 8946 0.0065 0.0032 0.058 0.06 0.0085 0.0072 0.0034 0.00019 0.09 0.0096 
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N= number of 

individuals 

AM=arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 
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Table 9 Mean exposures (mg/m3 years) for jobs, blue collar1950 - 2012, extrapolated data for1950 - 69, total and > 1 year of exposure.  

Extrapolation based on data for1970 - 79 (A) and linear regression 1970 - 2012 (B).   

   A     B    

Job N AM Median Min Max SD AM Median Min Max SD 

Total            

Several jobs  561 0.0055 0.0028 0.000047 0.05 0.00767 0.0059 0.0028 0.000047 0.07 0.0086 

D Powder 757 0.040 0.0517 0.0000001 0.06 0.019 0.0485 0.0517 0.0000001 0.08 0.023 

E Pressing 1339 0.013 0.0164 0.0000001 0.02 0.0074 0.0158 0.0185 0.0000001 0.03 0.0094 

F Slow moving op  589 0.005 0.0059 0.000001 0.01 0.0016 0.0063 0.0075 0.00000001 0.01 0.0023 

G Coating 305 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000015 0.02 0.00063 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000014 0.002 0.00065 

H Rolls production 94 0.029 0.0379 0.00027 0.05 0.016 0.0295 0.0379 0.00027 0.05 0.016 

I Grinding 2155 0.0046 0.0039 0.0000070 0.01 0.0034 0.0048 0.0039 0.0000067 0.02 0.0037 

Total 5800 0.012 0.0059 0.0000001 0.06 0.015 0.0133 0.007 0.0000001 0.08 0.017 

            

>1 year            

Several jobs  534 0.0052 0.0028 0.000047 0.05 0.0071 0.0055 0.0028 0.000047 0.05 0.0078 

D Powder 258 0.0339 0.0419 0.00012 0.06 0.020 0.0363 0.0433 0.00012 0.08 0.022 

E Pressing 739 0.0105 0.0092 0.0000085 0.02 0.0072 0.0118 0.0098 0.000013 0.03 0.0090 

F Slow moving op  224 0.0042 0.0046 0.000059 0.01 0.0020 0.005 0.0053 0.000059 0.01 0.0027 

G Coating 243 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000014 0.002 0.00064 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000015 0.002 0.00065 

H Rolls production 57 0.0252 0.02 0.00027 0.05 0.016 0.0254 0.0212 0.00027 0.05 0.016 

I Grinding 1673 0.0043 0.0034 0.0000069 0.01 0.0033 0.0045 0.0035 0.000007 0.02 0.0036 

Total 3728 0.0078 0.0041 0.0000015 0.06 0.011 0.0084 0.0042 0.0000011 0.08 0.012 

N= number of individuals 

AM=arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 
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Table 10 Cumulative (mg/m3 years) and mean exposures (mg/m3) for jobs 1950 - 2012, exponential extrapolation of data for 1950 - 69, 

total and > 1 year of exposure. Modelling data based on linear regression 1970 - 2012 (B).   

   Cumulative exposure 

mg/m3 years 

   Mean exposure 

mg/m3 

   

Job N AM Median Min Max SD AM Median Min Max SD 

            

>1 year            

Several jobs  534 

 

0.087 

 

0.053 

 

0.0011 

 

0.91 

 

0.12 

 

0.0059 

 

0.0028 

 

0.000047 

 

0.08 

 

0.0094 

 

D Powder 258 0.40 0.18 0.00028 7.8 0.78 0.0432 0.043 0.00012 0.32 0.043 

            

E Pressing 739 0.15 0.053 0.00027 2.6 0.29 0.0162 0.011  0.000047 0.13 0.022 

            

F Slow moving op  224 0.049 0.023 0.00056 0.54 0.079 0.0075 0.0055 0.000059 0.04 0.0087 

            

G Coating 243 0.009 0.0044 0.0000060 0.09 0.012 0.0008 0.0004 0.0000014 0.004 0.00068 

            

H Rolls production 57 0.39 0.18 0.011 2.8 0.53 0.027 0.023  0.00027 0.09 0.018 

            

I Grinding 1673 0.053 0.025 0.000088 0.95 0.079 0.0047 0.0036  0.0000070 0.05 0.0041 

            

Total 3728 0.10 0.034 0.0000060 7.8 0.28 0.0101 0.0043  0.0000015 0.32 0.019 
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Appendix 1 Personal measurements (mg/m3, fiber/ml), all agents, 1969 - 2102, N, AM, 

SD, GM, GSD 

 

N=number of measurements 

AM= arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 

GM= geometric mean 

GSD=geometric standard deviation 

         

Chemical 

agent 

N AM Median Min Max SD GM GSD 

2-etoxyetanol 3 3.2 1.1 0.60 8.0 4.1 1.7 3.9 

2-metoxy-

etanol 

3 0.74 0.80 0.35 1.1 0.36 0.67 1.8 

Al2O3 2 0.18 0.18 0.12 0.23 0.078 0.17 1.6 

Al 1 0.0042 0.0042 0.0042 0.0042  0.0042  

As 1 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071 0.0071  0.0071  

Co 1210 0.041 0.010 0.0000080 2.8 0.13 0.0090 6.4 

Cr 13 0.093 0.040 0.0014 0.54 0.15 0.028 5.8 

Fibers f/ml 39 0.091 0.028 0.0035 0.90 0.17 0.034 3.7 

MgO 2 0.0065 0.0065 0.0030 0.010 0.0049 0.0055 2.3 

Ni 313 0.036 0.0071 0.00010 2.8 0.18 0.0054 5.5 

Mineral oil 

mist (MWF) 

2 0.58 0.58 0.33 0.83 0.35 0.52 1.9 

Resp quartz 1 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025  0.0025  

Respirable 

dust 

2 0.48 0.48 0.21 0.74 0.37 0.40 2.4 

Total dust 755 0.89 0.37 0.0071 58 2.6 0.36 3.5 

W 342 0.15 0.042 0.00010 5.7 0.43 0.034 6.8 

Otherfibers  4 0.032 0.035 0.021 0.035 0.0071 0.031 1.3 
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Appendix 1 Area measurement data, all agents, 1969 - 2102, n, AM, SD, GM, GSD 

Chemical agent  N AM Median Min Max SD GM GSD 

2-etoxyetanol 3 0.70 0.57 0.4 1.13 0.38 0.64 1.7 

2-metoxyetanol 3 0.66 0.57 0.28 1.1 0.43 0.57 2.0 

Al2O3 2 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.014 0.028 1.63 

Al 2 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0 0.0004 1 

As 3 0.0057 0.0071 0.0028 0.0071 0.0024 0.0052 1.7 

Asbestos 1 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071 . 0.071  

Ca 3 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0.0024 0 0.0024 1 

Co 354 0.036 0.0071 0.000003 1.7 0.14 0.0071 6.8 

Cr 15 0.018 0.0007 0.000054 0.2 0.052 0.0009 10.4 

Fe 3 0.016 0.021 0.0071 0.021 0.008 0.015 1.9 

Fiber 8 0.020 0.0035 0.0021 0.071 0.031 0.0072 4.3 

MgO 2 0.0011 0.0011 0.0006 0.0015 0.00064 0.00095 1.9 

Ni 142 0.0069 0.0007 0.000064 0.26 0.026 0.0008 6.6 

Mineral oil 

/MWF 

12 0.60 0.36 0.07 2.3 0.64 0.40 2.6 

Resp quartz 1 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 . 0.002  

Respirable dust 4 0.041 0.041 0.02 0.061 0.024 0.035 1.9 

Ti 1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 . 0.08  

Total dust 497 1.4 0.13 0.01 102 6.5 0.19 5.2 

W 58 0.031 0.0035 0.000007 0.4 0.075 0.0048 7.5 

Other fibers 2 0.028 0.028 0.021 0.035 0.010 0.027 1.4 

N=number of measurements 

AM= arithmetic mean 

SD= standard deviation 

GM= geometric mean 

GSD=geometric standard deviation 
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Appendix 2. International job class classification, number of personal  

cobalt measurements (n) and number of job titles (n)  

occurring in the Swedish personnel files 

 

Job class Cobalt  

measurements (n)  

Job titles (n) 

Background  

Job class 00 

  

00 Office 

 

5 2011 

Intermittent, non 

production department  

Job class 01 - 08 

  

01 Lab R&D 24 1953 

02 Foreman, group 

supervisor 

2 339 

03 Engineers 2 470 

04 Maintenance 17 3387 

05 Material handler 0 514 

06 Tungsten assembly 0 988 

07 Mark pack lid 0 1420 

08 Inspection, packing 19 828 

Total non- production 69 11910 

 

Production department, 

job classes 09 - 65 

 

Cobalt measurements (n) Job titles (n) 

WC-Co Powder production 

09 - 13, 28 - 32, 39, 46, 52 

 

  

09 Powder weigh 139 8 

10 Powder mix 3 0 

11 Powder sieve 28 0 

12 Pelletize 0 2 

13 Powder packaging 16 10 

28 Ball mill 18 0 

29 Fitz mill 2 0 

30 Attritor 0 0 

31 Spray dry 71 61 

32 Mill and dry 6 0 

39 Powder operations 1 0 

46 Hard metal powder 

production 

206 632 

52 WC powder production 1 181 

   

Total powder 414 713 
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Pressing, forming, shaping, 

grinding, coating 

14 - 27, 50,51 

 

Cobalt measurements (n) Job titles (n) 

14 Press set up 3 83 

15 Press 291 1310 

16 Shape 71 20 

17 Extrusion 0 5 

18 Isostatic press 5 3 

20 Furnace heat treat 16 0 

21 CNC operators 0 28 

22 Honing 

 

1 656 

23 Grinding 138 2155 

24 Slow moving operations 9 582 

25 EDM (Electronic 

discharge machine) 

0 9 

26 Blast 5 101 

27 Coating 19 574 

50 Pressing, forming 

sintering 

37 34 

51 Honing, coating 0 0 

Total 595 5560 

 

Rolls production , 56 - 61 Cobalt measurements  Job titles  

56 Rolls production 16 79 

57 Rolls pressing 14 10 

58 Rolls shaping 3 5 

59 Rolls sintering 0 6 

60 Rolls grinding 1 10 

61 Rolls inspection 0 0 

Total 34 110 

   

Other production related 

job classes 

Cobalt measurements  Job titles  

53 W production 0 821 

55 WC parts production 9 138 

62 Hydrogen gas production 0 83 

63 Ceramic production   

64aHard metal production, 

unspecified 

 1131 

64b Hard metal plant, 

unspecified 

 115 

Total 9 2228 
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Appendix 3 Nickel, chromium and tungsten personal measurements (mg/m3), n, AM, by 

aggregated job class and time period, total  

 

Job class aggregated  Agents 1970-79 1980-89 1990-99 2000-10 2010+ Total 

   

 

n 

AM     

A Back-ground  Ni  1    1 

    0.001    0.001 

  W    1  1 

      0.0083  0.0083 

  Cr       

         

B Intermittent low  Ni   1   1 

     0.01   0.01 

  W   2 10 2 14 

     0.0495 0.0045 0.007 0.011 

  Cr   1   1 

     0.0014   0.0014 

C Intermittent high  Ni  6    6 

    0.0058    0.0058 

  W   1 1   

     0.011 0.018  0.015 

  Cr       

         

D Powder   Ni 6 59 92 10  167 

   0.013 0.0083 0.094 0.0027  0.055 

  W  5 81 76 1 163 

    0.1 0.28 0.078 0.03 0.18 

  Cr 5  4   9 

   0.046  0.24   0.13 

E Pressing. forming  Ni 1 23 40 5 3 72 

   0.01 0.017 0.020 0.001 0.020 0.018 

  W  3 58 57 9 127 

    0.017 0.29 0.031 0.050 0.15 

  Cr 1 1   1 3 

   0.0070 0.011   0.0027 0.0070 

         

F Slow moving operations  Ni  2 1   3 

    0.01 0.0014   0.0071 

  W   1   1 

     0.06   0.06 

  Cr       

         

G Coating  Ni      1 

         

  W    11  11 

      0.004  0.004 

  Cr       

Table
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H Rolls prod  Ni 4 2 1 11  18 

   0.011 0.0055 0.077 0.020  0.020 

  W   1 1 3 5 

     0.138 0.08 0.054 0.076 

  Cr       

         

I Grinding  Ni 1 39 3 2  45 

   0.02 0.0058 0.052 0.0007  0.0091 

  W  6 2 10  18 

    0.095 0.18 0.0025  0.053 

  Cr       

         

Total  Ni 12 132 138 28 3 313 

   0.013 0.0090 0.070 0.0091 0.020 0.036 

  W  14 146 167 15 342 

    0.08 0.28 0.048 0.043 0.15 

  Cr 6 1 5  1 13 

   0.040 0.011 0.190  0.003 0.093 

n=number of measurements AM=arithmetic mean 
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Statement of clinical significance: 

This paper explores historical and present exposures of cobalt, nickel and tungsten in the Swedish 

hard metal industry and used for exposure assessment in a Swedish cohort mortality study, with 

special reference to lung cancer. Cobalt exposure levels will serve as preventive regulatory and 

clinical tool to address risk.  
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Clinical Significance
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